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the main area of the game is called the desert city. you need to play the game in sandbox mode to get the walker gear and battle gear.once you have these you can go to the main area called the desert city. go to the desert city and you should see a man named bullhorn (more of this later). now in the desert city you need to
talk to bullhorn and give him the walker gear and battle gear you have. if you do this he will give you a letter in which you have to give to one of the 3 shady men you have already met. then he will give you a key to a bunker and you will have to go there to find the blue print. when you enter the bunker you will find a man

named fox. when you talk to him you need to give him the letter you received from bullhorn and give him one of the walker gears you have. once you give him that he will give you a mission. go to the mission that bullhorn told you to find. go to the mission area and you will need to find the blue print. you can’t lose any of the
gear you have to keep it so don’t take your car but you can’t drop your walker gear so keep that. after you find the blue print you need to bring it back to bullhorn in the desert city. when you talk to bullhorn he will ask you to find two more walker gears and a battle gear. when you finish this mission you will go to the desert city
and bullhorn will give you one more key to a bunker. go to the bunker and you will find a man named lambda. when you talk to him you need to give him the blue print and he will give you a mission. go to the mission area and you will find a man named delta. when you talk to him he will ask you to give him the blue print and

he will give you a mission. now go to the mission area and you will need to find the blue print. you can’t lose any of the gear you have to keep it so don’t take your car but you can’t drop your walker gear so keep that. once you have it, it’s a wrap.
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discover the mad max in high gear, a new digital download of mad max: fury road exclusively in
xbox one. the game invites players to help max rockatansky escape a city's hostile streets,

fighting off an enemy motorcade as they escape the city's flaming ruin. a robust co-op mode will
let up to four players team up for single-player and local multiplayer, and the new lightning-style
vehicles combat and deep car customization will allow gamers to customize the feel of each car
to their desired playing style. the critically acclaimed post-apocalyptic action epic mad max: fury

road is an action-packed cinematic journey, set in an uninhabitable world, where mankind is
broken, and most of the men have gone to war. furiosa (charlize theron), a woman who leads a

group of survivors on a journey to be reunited with her husband and son, discovers that she is the
mother of a son whose life is in jeopardy because of her pursuit to protect them. mad max: fury

road is directed by acclaimed filmmaker george miller, with visionaries tom hardy and logan
miller (war for the planet of the apes) taking the lead roles as max rockatansky, the legendary

leader of the road warrior tribe, and furiosa, the leader of a motley crew of survivors. the battle:
los angeles was originally known as "seems like old times", developed by the newly created
division of square enix known as avalanche studios. after the completion of the battle: los

angeles project, square enix remained silent on the future of both avalanche studios and the
project on which it was based. metal gear solid 5: the phantom pain follows the story of solid

snake, the legendary protagonist of the metal gear series who was presumed dead following the
events of metal gear solid 4. now an outlaw and mercenary, snake finds himself pursued by big

boss, the legendary commander of the famed special forces unit foxhound, who plans to capture
snake to extract information regarding the whereabouts of big boss' son and heir, the child of big

boss and ocelot. during the course of his escapades, snake teams up with raiden, a mercenary
with a dark past who is the son of big boss and ocelot, in order to learn the truth behind big boss'

plans. in the game's story mode, players will follow snake and raiden as they fight through
multiple levels in order to prevent a global thermonuclear war. the open world of the game is free
of linear level designs, allowing players to freely explore throughout the game's setting of south

america with a variety of missions to tackle from various viewpoints. 5ec8ef588b
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